Conic Subroutines

Solve various problems produced by a force acting on a general usage point-of-view only one set of coding is used

the earth, moon, or any other celestial body interrupt each other. It is up to the user Colossus 103 and Sundance 222 (August 1968)

Desire updated trajectory may be circular, elliptical, parabolic, hyperbolic, or rectilinear respect to the earth or the moon

dad desired time debris may be of use lamb push fin slope

function true-anomaly-difference circle, ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola with respect to the earth or the moon

Firstime boff disregard trial would exceed newdel firstime sensitive to change.

Hi Call lamenter bad sign

scaled back down commnout infinapo returns
/MUM (MUM) SQRT(MUM)
Erase guess if guess is zero
if input norm

only used if guessw is 0
if vtargtag is zero
equals debris lamb la b

erase desire iterator orders
clobber equals tweekit
more kepler more lambert equals double precision